LISTENING WITH STYLE: The effect of bidialectal style-shifting on PRICE vowel perception in Britain’s Black Country
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ABSTRACT
Speech perception research has found that manipulating listener attitudes towards a dialect area can lead to convergence or divergence in production style, as well as a simultaneous convergence or divergence in perception. The present study investigates whether these two effects are connected, such that the changes in production style are the cause of changes in perception. The potential link is interrogated directly through an experiment which pushes participants’ stylistic production towards the extreme ends of their repertoires, followed by a perceptual test in which they match vowel tokens to a vowel line-up resynthesized along the same standard-dialect continuum. Analysis of the data shows that style does affect perception: as participants are asked to switch from a more standard to a more dialectal style, their perceptual categories shift towards the standard end of the vowel continuum, i.e., when they speak in dialect, vowels are more likely to be rated as standard-sounding, and vice-versa.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Priming and speech perception
Research in experimental sociolinguistics has shown that a listener’s perception of an incoming speech signal can be influenced by external factors, for example, acoustically identical sounds can be perceived differently when listeners are primed with differing biographical information about the speaker [12]. Many of these studies make use of vowel rating tasks, wherein participants hear a target vowel, and must identify the most similar sounding vowel from a synthesised line-up. This methodology was originated by Niedzielski [16], whose study had Detroit participants rate instances of the MOUTH vowel along an unraised-raised continuum, some being told they were hearing a Detroit speaker and others that they were hearing a Canadian. As this vowel is raised in both dialect areas, but stereotyped only in Canada, participants only reported hearing the raising where they expected it, in the Canada condition. While the vowel stimuli were identical across both conditions, the participants’ stereotypes of the perceived speaker’s dialect biased their perception in the expected direction.

1.2. Attitudinal priming
More recently, Walker et al. [21] uncovered an effect whereby the attitudes of New Zealand listeners towards Australia seem to bias their perception of the KIT vowel along a NZE-AuE continuum of possible realisations. Their experiment involved a listening task in which participants heard a series of target KIT vowels embedded within sentences and were asked after each to identify the most similar-sounding vowel from a resynthesized line-up, ranging from an AuE to NZE realisation. The listening task was completed twice, before and after treatment in one of three conditions, which involved the reading of positive or negative facts about Australia, or a control with random facts. Analysis of results revealed a shift in perception to more AuE-like KIT in response to the negative facts, while the positive facts had the opposite effect. Specifically, Walker et al. interpreted that participants had a defensive reaction to conditioning with positive facts about Australia; Kiwi pride leads to more Kiwi-sounding vowel perceptions. However, it is unclear by which mechanism such attitude-based shifts occur.

1.3. Listening with style
While the motivation for a link between attitude and perception has so far been difficult to identify [21], the link between attitudes and style is well theorised and attested. Research contributing to Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT) has shown that the propensity to converge towards or diverge away from a particular style or variety can be motivated by attitudes towards the speakers of that code [6], [11]. The present paper hypothesises that in the case of Walker et al. it is an attitude-motivated change in style which is responsible for the change in perception. We directly test the possibility of style-motivated shifts in perception by means of an experiment which manipulates production style rather than attitude and observes changes in vowel productions and perceptions. We did this by
following a similar experimental paradigm, but instead of manipulating attitude between each of the listening task iterations, we expressly manipulate bidialectal participants’ production style by means of a reading task, pushing them from the most standard to the most dialectal end of their stylistic repertoire. What follows is a presentation of the perceptual side of this larger study involving both production and perception elements.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Participants

While it is attested that all speakers exhibit style-shifting, we need to be certain that our participants will shift decisively between two distinct styles, if we are to argue that this shift is responsible for any perceptual effects observed. We should also be certain that such a decisive shift is naturalistic; something which our participants would usually do. To this end, we identified bidialectal speakers [20] as the ideal candidates for our experiment – according to Hazen [14] their speech can occupy the, “extreme ends of the style-switching continuum.”

In the United Kingdom, one area which retains a unique, productive dialectal vernacular is the Black Country, whose dialect forms an important part of local identity, and is in common use today by the majority of the region’s 1.2 million inhabitants [3], [17]. Recruitment of participants took place from the pool of presenters at local community radio station Black Country Radio. These speakers were chosen as they regularly access both standard and dialect codes. A total of eight participants were recruited for participation – their ages ranged from 27 to 69 (avg. 54) with five men and three women. Participants were not compensated for their time.

2.2. Procedure

The experiment took place in a recording studio at the radio station and lasted an average of 30 minutes. In the reading tasks, participants were asked to read text in either a standard or dialectal style. In the listening tasks, participants saw a series of target sentences with a PRICE-containing word highlighted (see Figure 1); after each they had to select the most similar sounding vowel from a continuum (see Figure 2). The reading and listening tasks were combined to create the following experimental procedure:

Reading Task 1: news bulletins (standard)  
Listening Task 1: 4 sentences  
Reading Task 2: news bulletins (standard)  
Listening Task 2: 3 sentences  
Reading Task 3: Poem 1 (dialect)  
Listening Task 3: 4 sentences  
Reading Task 4: Poem 2 (dialect)  
Listening Task 4: 3 sentences

In our analysis, the main effect will therefore be the location of a particular vowel trial within the experiment, following either a standard or dialect reading task. While the reading tasks always appeared in the same order, the order of the 14 listening task sentences was randomised for each participant to mitigate any potential order effect of the stimuli.

2.3. Perception: Listening task

Following Niedzielski [16] and Walker et al. [21], a vowel perception task was developed for use in the Black Country. The PRICE vowel was selected, as differences between BCE and SSBE are notable, with [ɔi] given as the typical Black Country realisation and [ʌɪ] appearing in the south [7].

2.3.1. Stimuli

14 sentences containing PRICE were selected from the Bamford-Kowal-Bench list of sentences controlled for lexical frequency and average age of acquisition [4], and were recorded in a broadcast-standard recording booth by a 25-year-old female speaker from Stourbridge, in the south-west of the Black Country. When the sentences were presented to participants, they were shown orthographically on a screen with the target vowel-containing word underlined and played twice through headphones, as shown in Figure 1. Participants then heard the SSBE-BCE PRICE vowel continuum (see section 2.3.2.) and were asked to select the most similar-sounding vowel to the target. Additionally, each stimuli sentence was presented only once in the experiment to decrease the likelihood of participants guessing the aim – average vowel ratings between reading task styles will therefore be compared.

Figure 1: An example stimulus sentence as seen by participants, where the target vowel for matching with the continuum is underlined.

The tiny baby was pretty
2.3.2. Vowel continuum

In order to create the 6-step vowel continuum for PRICE, a bidialectal speaker from the Black Country with phonetics training ‘performed’ both the SSBE and BCE endpoints for the vowel. For the resynthesis itself, Praat software [5] was used along with a script [15] which takes two natural vowel endpoints, estimates their formants using linear prediction, and then uses inverse filtering to synthesise 6 vowels equidistant from each other in terms of formant values from each endpoint. In the resulting continuum, ‘1’ represented the most SSBE-type vowel, and ‘6’ the most BCE-type vowel. Following presentation of the target vowel, participants saw six boxes on a screen which represented the six vowel choices available (in order). They could then use a mouse to hover over each of the boxes, which would then cause that particular vowel to be played to them. They were asked to select the vowel which sounded most similar to the target, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The vowel continuum as seen by participants, follow the presentation of each target vowel

2.4. Production: Reading task

The production element of the study was designed to manipulate the participants’ style and aimed to push the participants to the most extreme ends of their stylistic repertoires. The instructions were explicit in doing so: participants were asked to speak firstly in a formal style i.e., for a ‘national audience’, and then secondly in a dialectal style i.e., ‘broad Black Country’. This was done to ensure the biggest shift in style possible, given that in previous research, perceptual shifts tend to be slight even where they are significant [9].

2.4.1. SSBE style script (standard)

Given that the participants are radio presenters, the task used to elicit the participants’ most standard style was the reading of two ‘fake’ news bulletins, adapted from BBC News stories selected for their financial or academic focus. Participants were asked to read these stories with a national audience in mind.

2.4.2. BCE style script (regional dialect)

To elicit the most dialectal style possible, participants were tasked with reading two poems written in Black Country dialect, chosen for their setting in the region and their frequent use of dialect grammar and vocabulary.

Both the standard and dialect tasks, having two parts each, were split in two and interspersed within the listening task sentences to increase the likelihood that participants remained under the influence of each style as they completed the perceptual element. To mitigate potential biases, participants were told that the reading and listening tasks were separate experiments mixed together to prevent the procedure from becoming tiresome.

3. RESULTS

A total of 112 vowel rating tokens were analysed across the preceding production condition (dialect or standard). As shown in Figure 3, on average, participants selected vowels from the opposite end of the continuum compared to the preceding production condition. In essence, when participants produced more dialect, they perceived the same vowels as sounding more standard.

Figure 3: Average PRICE vowel ratings split between preceding reading task style (standard and dialect)

Following previous vowel perception research [13], [12], a gender effect also seems to be present – while the shift in rating between conditions is similar for men and women, the men’s ratings seem to occupy a lower part of the scale than those of the women (Figure 4), such that the male participants rated the vowels as more standard-sounding overall.
1. Speech Perception

To check the significance of the effect observed, and to control for the potential gender effects, a linear mixed effects regression model was built in R [13] using the ‘lme4’ package [2], [19], with the vowel ratings as the dependent variable, and the condition and gender as fixed effects, with random intercepts and slopes fitted across the condition for participants. The output model, shown in Table 1, indicates that the reading task style is a significant predictor of vowel rating response. When participants shift from standard to dialectal production, the coefficient for vowel rating shows a negative difference of -0.37 (Cohen’s $d = -0.42^a$), meaning they rate the stimuli vowels as sounding more standard than before.

Table 1: lmer analysis of experimental results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Std. error</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>12.62</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preceding reading task:</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-2.18</td>
<td>0.0317*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dialect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender: male</td>
<td>-1.02</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-3.19</td>
<td>0.0129*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of observations: 112; Groups: Participant (8, SD=0.01)

In sum:
- Participants report hearing more dialectal realisations of PRICE when they are asked to produce more standard language and vice versa.
- Male participants report hearing more standard realisations overall, while female participants hear more dialectal realisations, though the direction and extent of the shift is the same.

4. DISCUSSION

The present paper makes a contribution to an emerging field of research at the intersection of language attitudes, speech production and speech perception. We provide evidence that style can be a significant mediator of speech perception, and by extension the interpretation that style may be the source of seemingly attitude-based effects. Additionally, we have presented evidence for such a production-perception relationship alluded to by Walker et al. [21], that as participants are encouraged to shift their production style in one direction, their vowel perceptions shift in the other.

While Walker et al. found that manipulation of attitudes produced a change in participants’ vowel perceptions, the motivation for such an effect is somewhat unclear. When interpreting their results, the authors refer to previously published production data from the same paradigm [10] and identify that the attitude treatment had a stylistic effect on the participants’ own KIT productions. Namely, for the participants who were sports fans, the positive facts about Australia led them to produce more Kiwi vowels. These findings were interpreted using an exemplar theory framework, in which linguistic variables are represented as individual mental entries which must reach a certain level of activation to outcompete others – recent activation can therefore introduce bias as these exemplars have a head start against others [18]. In this way, it could be argued that greater ‘activation’ of more AuE-type vowel exemplars in production means those same exemplars are more easily activated in perception. However, given that at least some of the participants style-shifted to more AuE productions in response to the positive facts, there would remain to be identified a mechanism by which shifts in production can occur in one direction, while shifts in perception occur in the other.

While our data support the intuition that style should be considered a candidate for mediator between attitude and perception, they do not lend themselves to an exemplar-based explanation. While an exemplar model can elegantly explain effects introduced by priming with biographical information such as age or dialect area, it has difficulty in accounting for the findings presented here, which suggest that perception can be biased away from rather than towards the more recently accessed vowel realisations.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Making use of speakers with especially board stylistic repertoires, the present study contributes evidence that production style seems to influence vowel perception. In this way style, being sensitive to attitudes, may be the ‘missing link’ where affect seems to influence speech perception. However, it still remains to identify the mechanism by which style can mediate perception.
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